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EU: Slogan IT’S LIKE MILK BUT MADE FOR HUMANS
registrable
Verena von Bomhard (BomhardIP) · Monday, February 8th, 2021

On 20 January 2021, the General Court handed down its judgment in the slogan case brought by
Oatly AB against the EUIPO’s refusal to register “IT’S LIKE MILK BUT MADE FOR
HUMANS” (Case T?253/20). The General Court sided with Oatly and found that this slogan was
sufficiently distinctive to be registered as an EU trademark.

The EUIPO refusal was in line with its settled case law (which is also, for the most part, endorsed
by the General Court). It considered that the slogan applied for merely conveyed the simple
promotional message that the non-dairy foods and beverages in question were as good as milk but
better for the human health.

Oatly argued that milk was commonly considered to be an essential element of the human diet. The
General Court agreed and held that, by contradicting this commonly accepted idea, the slogan
would “set off a cognitive process”. Emphasizing that in fact milk is not made for humans (but for
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calves and other babies of mammals) and indeed insinuating that it is not even apt for humans
would make the slogan as a whole “easy to remember” and “consequently capable of
distinguishing” the goods by their commercial origin.

While this is a nice victory for Oatly, the decision is out of step with the – otherwise –consistent
case law on slogans, not only on EU level but also in many EU national systems, where multi-word
sequences that convey a meaning that can be seen as laudatory or promotional are normally kept
off the register, even if they could at the same time be amusing or surprising or otherwise
remarkable.

The earliest slogan judgment of the – then – CFI, rendered in 2001 (T?138/00), gave rise to hope.
It concerned the German slogan DAS PRINZIP DER BEQUEMLICHKEIT (“The Principle of
Comfort”), refused for inter alia furniture by the Office. The Court stated that originality was not a
requirement for distinctiveness, and that slogans were not to be judged more rigidly than other
marks. The appeal by OHIM failed (C?64/02 P, 2004) and the mark remains registered to this day.

Yet, in 2005, the Court upheld the refusal of LIVE RICHLY (T?320/03) considering this non-
distinctive for financial services, essentially because financial services were there to make you
rich. The Court was not impressed by the argument that a “rich life” had little to do with financial
wealth and was not what you would normally expect to get from a bank, nor by the significant
consumer and media praise that the witty slogan had received upon launch (this is one of this
author’s defeats which she has never quite come to terms with).

Ever since, slogans have been in an uphill battle. The 2010 judgment of the Court of Justice
“VORSPRUNG DURCH TECHNIK” (C?398/08 P) raised expectations that the fate would turn,
but this was a rather specific case, as the EUIPO was quick to confirm, and nothing changed.

Whether the fact that something is “easy to remember” makes it distinctive is of course the
question. This contradicts the EUIPO’s – also consistent – case law in respect of “simple” signs.
To date, arguing that simplicity does not take away but adds memorability has never helped. As is
true for the case law regarding colours and shapes which allegedly are not remembered and do not
help consumers in their orientation in the supermarket, when this is contradicted by empirical
studies, this case law rests less on what is memorable or distinctive but on what trademark offices
and courts consider deserving of trademark protection (or disruptive for free competition).

The reporting judge on the IT’S LIKE MILK BUT MADE FOR HUMANS case is one of the most
recent additions to the members of the General Court. Indeed in 2019 alone, 15 new judges joined
the court, making up roughly 30% of its members. And 21 of its members (over 42%) only joined
in 2016/17. Maybe this gives rise to hope that some of the encrusted pseudo-truths in European
trademark law (rules of thumb that replace facts and practically cannot be disproven – of which
there are many!) can be challenged in the future?

_____________________________

To make sure you do not miss out on regular updates from the Kluwer Trademark Blog, please
subscribe here.
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Kluwer IP Law

The 2022 Future Ready Lawyer survey showed that 79% of lawyers think that the importance of
legal technology will increase for next year. With Kluwer IP Law you can navigate the
increasingly global practice of IP law with specialized, local and cross-border information and
tools from every preferred location. Are you, as an IP professional, ready for the future?

Learn how Kluwer IP Law can support you.

This entry was posted on Monday, February 8th, 2021 at 1:23 pm and is filed under Distinctiveness,
EUIPO, The General Court is first level court of the European Union, previously known as the Court
of First Instance.
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